about ANUW

ANUW, the Association of Northwestern University Women, was founded in 1988 by a group of women in senior administration committed to enhancing the career development of women at Northwestern. Then, as now, our goals are:

- to support women’s careers in administration
- to build networks for the exchange of information
- to foster a sense of community among women staff
- to serve as role models and mentors for other women

While ANUW is primarily focused on women in NU staff positions, by collaborating with other campus organizations, we seek to broaden our influence and audience.

Do you have a question, comment or idea for programming? We want to hear from you!

contact us:
anuw@u.northwestern.edu.

ANUW and the Women’s Center at Northwestern enjoy a strong collaborative relationship. For more information about the Women’s Center, visit their website at: www.northwestern.edu/womencenter/


"...committed to encouraging and supporting all women in administration at Northwestern University interested in professional development."
A NUW's strength is its members. Our diverse members hail from around the University, in every major unit on both campuses, and in nearly every field of academic support. ANUW's membership is approximately 250, and we are growing—the networking potential within ANUW is powerful.

Membership in ANUW is open to all women in staff positions at Northwestern. Members pay nominal dues annually (September 1-August 31; the University’s fiscal year).

The nominal cost of membership helps ANUW deliver relevant, enjoyable programs throughout the year. Even if you don’t have the time to attend ANUW events, please consider joining or renewing in a show of support for our goals and presence on campus. Your membership in ANUW is an investment in women staff at Northwestern.

to join online visit:
www.northwestern.edu/anuw/membership/join

events

Each year, ANUW strives to provide programming to our members that makes a difference. Our programs range from an annual fall breakfast with a well-known, dynamic speaker on an issue important to women, to brown bag lunches with influential senior officials in administration, to specific skill-building workshops with proven facilitators.

Our events aim to educate members on professional development topics while simultaneously providing a forum to meet professional women from all over campus. Through ANUW you can connect, learn, and grow.

Not a member yet? Visit the ANUW website at www.northwestern.edu/anuw/events to see a full list of events for this year (and previous years), and discover how ANUW can help you fulfill your professional goals. Join ANUW and attend our next event, we’re looking forward to meeting you.

Connect.

Learn.
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membership

benefits

ANUW has many benefits, including full access to approximately eight members-only events per year (many include refreshments), access to opportunities to attend other network-building and skill-building events throughout the year at a reduced cost, and the opportunity to take leadership positions on ANUW’s membership, programming and publicity committees or the board.

members speak

“My contacts in ANUW actually led to my current position!”

“Networking opportunities drove my motivation to join ANUW, and that is exactly what I’ve gained.”

“I like being a member of ANUW for the chance to advance my career through a leadership role in the organization.”

“Hearing the professional success stories of women at ANUW has been inspiring and informative.”

Grow.

Make the most of being a member.